
 

 

Enabling MDA Tracing for WebI Connectivity 
Workflows using Legacy Universes (UNV) 
SAP BusinessObjects BI Platform 4.0 

Even in BI4.0 release, WebI documents, which are based off legacy universes (having an .UNV file 

extension), use the MDA (Multi-Dimensional Data Access) layer to connect to OLAP data sources including 

SAP BW, Microsoft SSAS (Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services) and Essbase data sources.  

Tracing for the various components in the MDA layer in BI4.0 and higher releases is controlled via the BI 

platform’s trace configuration file (as opposed to registry keys, which was the case in XI3.1 releases): 

 <BI platform install dir>\BusinessObjects\SAP BusinessObjects Enterprise XI 4.0\conf\BO_trace.ini 

1 ENABLE TRACING FOR ALL MDA COMPONENTS 

The following settings enable the highest level of logging for all MDA components with the exception of the 

MEMORY component.  

The MEMORY component is extremely verbose and used only by the development team for diagnosing 

memory issues. 

 
log_dir = "C:/Program Files (x86)/SAP BusinessObjects/SAP BusinessObjects Enterprise XI 
4.0/logging"; 
 
[from_subunit("MDA")] // Enable MDA logging (C++ logging for WebI) 
active = true; 
importance = xs; 
 
[from_subunit("MDA.MEMORY")] // Enable MDA logging (C++ logging for WebI) 
active = false; 
alert = false; 
importance = xl; 

 

2 ENABLE TRACING FOR SPECIFIC MDA COMPONENTS 

Tracing may be enabled or disabled for specific MDA components.  Here is a list of all available MDA 

components: 

[from_subunit("MDA.APIMODULE")] 
active = true; 
importance = xs; 
 
[from_subunit("MDA.ASSERTION")] 
active = true; 
alert = true; 
importance = xs; 
 
[from_subunit("MDA.COMMONMODULE")] 
active = true; 
importance = xs; 
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[from_subunit("MDA.ESSBASEMODULE")] 
active = true;  
importance = xs; 
  
[from_subunit("MDA.MEMORY")] 
active = false; 
alert = false; 
importance = xl; 
 
[from_subunit("MDA.INTERFACE")] 
active = true; 
importance = xs; 
 
[from_subunit("MDA.MAIN")] 
active = true; 
importance = xs; 
 
[from_subunit("MDA.OCAMODULE")] 
active = true; 
importance = xs; 
 
[from_subunit("MDA.ODBOMODULE")] 
active = true;  
importance = xs; 
 
[from_subunit("MDA.ODBOPROVIDERMODULE")] 
active = true; 
importance = xs; 
 
[from_subunit("MDA.ODBOSHAREDUTILITIES")] 
active = true; 
importance = xs; 
 
 [from_subunit("MDA.SAPMODULE")] 
active = true;  
importance = xs; 
 
[from_subunit("MDA.SUPPORT")] 
active = true; 
importance = xs; 
 
[from_subunit("MDA.UTILITIES")] 
active = true; 
importance = xs; 
 

3 ENABLE TRACING OF ODBO MDX COMMANDS 

 
Tracing of MDX statements for ODBO based data providers such as Microsoft SSAS is controlled via the 

MDA.ODBOMODULE.  

To enable MDX tracing include the following in the BO_Trace.ini file: 

[from_subunit("MDA.ODBO")] // Enable MDA logging (C++ logging for WebI) 
active = true; 
importance = xs; 
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4 REFERENCES 

 
4.1 Module Descriptions 
 
The following table contains a non-exhaustive list of modules with a brief description of what the module 
corresponds to. 
 

Name  Description  

APIMODULE  Logs calls into the MDA components’ API  

APISUPPORT  Information from the API support library  

COMMONMODULE  Information common to all data providers  

ESSBASEMODULE  Information from the Essbase data provider  

MDA_SUPPORT  Information from the general support library  

MEMORY Information about the creation, destruction and reference counting 
of objects  

ODBOMODULE  Information from the ODBO data provider for OLAP servers like 
Microsoft Analysis Services  

ODBOPROVIDERMODULE  Logs errors encountered when trying to discover available ODBO 
provider on the system  

ODBOSHAREDUTILITIES  Information about which ODBO providers are available on the 
system  

RORMODULE  Web Intelligence/Universe specific component. Importantly logs 
out XML query specifications.  

SAPMODULE Information from the SAP BW data provider.  

UTILITIES Information about making connections  

 

4.2 OLAP Connectivity Options in XI3.1 and BI4 Owned by OLAP Team in Vancouver 
 
The following white paper identifies OLAP connectivity components and products, which are developed and 
supported by OLAP team in Vancouver: 
https://cw.sdn.sap.com/cw/docs/DOC-148277  

4.3 Tracing in SAP Business Objects Advanced Analysis 
The following white paper describes how to perform tracing in SAP BusinessObjects Analysis (edition for 
OLAP) product, version XI4.0l specifically against SAP BW data sources: 
https://cw.sdn.sap.com/cw/docs/DOC-143536  

https://cw.sdn.sap.com/cw/docs/DOC-148277
https://cw.sdn.sap.com/cw/docs/DOC-143536

